
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Buy Tignanello 2015 – “Tig Ticks ALL the Boxes” 

 

Price (6x75cl)                                £345 

Cru Investment Rating                                  “A” 

James Suckling                                    98 
Price per Point                                                    £3.52 

Average Price per Point in other scored vintages      £5.12 
Price Target (6x75cl) over 24 months                      £470 

Implied Price performance                             +36% 

 

• Antinori is Italy’s most prestigious and recognised fine 

wine producer (Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate) and 

Tignanello is the first and original “Super Tuscan”. 

• 2015 is the highest ever score for Tignanello:  98pts 

from James Suckling.    

• Mature, but lesser, vintages trade at significant 

premiums to the 2015:  2006 is 73% higher, 2004 is 

103% higher.   Plenty of price appreciation potential.  

 

2015:  Easily the Best Value Top Quality Tignanello  

With a score of 98 points and a price of only £345, 2015 Tignanello is the best value of any vintage of Tignanello.  A 

price per point of £3.52 is less than half the £7.53 price per point for the 2004.    

Vintage Av. Score  Market Price  Price / Pt. 

2015 98 £345  £3.52  

2014 94 £330  £3.55  

2012 94 £335  £3.60  

2013 96 £360  £3.75  

2011 93 £370  £3.98  

2010 94 £400  £4.26  

2009 93 £410  £4.36  

2008 93 £440  £4.68  

1999 90.5 £445  £4.89  

2007 93.5 £475  £5.00  

2000 89.5 £480  £5.39  

2005 92 £510  £5.54  

1998 90 £556  £6.11  

2003 91.5 £570  £6.20  

2001 92 £590  £6.34  

2006 92.5 £595  £6.47  

1997 94 £650  £6.91  

2004 94 £700  £7.53  
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Marchesi di Antinori’s famous “Tignanello” is the original Super Tuscan.   Back in the 1970s, the Antinori family 

took the brave and ground-breaking decision to create a totally new wine, blending Cabernet Sauvignon with the local 

Sangiovese red grapes.  This angered Italy’s Tuscan traditionalists and put Antinori at odds with Italian wine-making 

regulations.  This meant that Tignanello was forced to be classified as a simple “Vino da Tavola”.  But quality and branding 

ultimately trumped bureaucracy and the ‘Super Tuscan’ style is now much loved around the world.  Tignanello is now one 

of an illustrious family which includes Solaia, Sassicaia, Masseto and Ornellaia (all of which sell for much higher 

prices).  But for many collectors Tignanello remains the grandfather of Super Tuscans. 



 

 

Tignanello:   Quality is Improving 

The quality of Tignanello has increased in recent years, with the last four vintages all in the top eight vintages of all time.   

The recent rise in quality, increased recognition in the global wine market and strong returns for collectors have 

caused this wine to soar in popularity.  

The closest comparison (in quality) to the 2015 are the vintages of 2010, 2004 and 1997 (with average critic scores of 

94 pts). These trade at premiums of 15.9%, 102.9% and 88.4% to the 2015.  Even 1999 and 2000 - with much lower 

average critic scores - trade at premiums of 29% and 39% to the 2015 price.    

 

Tignanello is the Best Value of the ‘Big Five’ Super Tuscans 

A significant reason for the growing popularity of Tignanello is its price compared to other prestige Super Tuscans.  The table 

below shows the average Robert Parker Wine Advocate Score and lowest average UK price for the last five physical vintages 

of the ‘Big Five’ Super Tuscans:  

          ‘Big Five’ Super Tuscans:  2010 – 2014 Vintages 
 

Wine Av. Price Av. Score % Diff to Tig.  

Tignanello  £          360  93.8 -  

Sassicaia  £          620  93.5 +72%  

Ornellaia  £          630  95.1 +75%  

Solaia  £          765  95.1 +113%  

Masseto  £       2,620  95.8 +628%  

 Average   £          999  94.7 +222%  

 

The other ‘Big Five’ Super Tuscans trade at premiums of between 72% - 628% to Tignanello.  Sassicaia has a lower average 

score but commands a 72% higher average price.  Go figure.   

Tignanello is made in larger quantities than some other Super Tuscans (20,000 – 30,000 cases), but the production size is 

not much greater than Bordeaux First Growths, and hence we don’t view its production size as being an impediment to future 

price performance.   

 

Tignanello 2015:   Ticks all the Boxes 

2015 is one of the best vintages ever for Tignanello.  And it is clearly going to be a celebrated vintage for Super Tuscans.  

This year will also be very long lasting.   James Suckling doesn’t give a Drinking Window, and Wine Advocate hasn’t released 

a score yet, but we would note that the 94 point Tignanello 1997 has a Drinking Window to 2025 (Robert Parker).   So the 

2015 certainly has decades of quality (and hence price) appreciation ahead of it.   

The release price is rather generous, and we could have sold this vintage out at a higher price.   But as used to occur 

in Bordeaux, the Antinori family are happy to leave a little on the table for collectors;  and hence this is an easy 

recommendation to make.  This wine will sell out around the world, and the price will then move higher.   

Given the lack of secondary market trading for 98 point Tignanello, it is difficult to arrive at a price target.   But looking at 

the historic price curve, we believe that £470 over two years is realistic, especially in the context of other Super Tuscans 

with lower scores which trade at much higher levels.  Our clients are increasingly wondering why they should pay 

£600-800 for 93-95 point Sassicaia, Ornellaia and Solaia, when a wine like 2015 Tignanello is better scored and half the 

price! 

 

 

  



 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 
This report has been issued or approved for issue by an entity forming part of Cru (as defined below) and has been forwarded to you solely for your 
information and should not be considered as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell, buy or subscribe to any securities or any derivative instrument or any 
other rights pertaining thereto (“financial instruments").  This report is intended for use by professional or business investors only. This report may not be 
reproduced without the consent of Cru. 
 

The information and opinions expressed in this report have been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but, neither Cru, nor any of its directors, 

officers, or employees accepts liability from any loss arising from the use hereof or makes any representations as to its accuracy and completeness. Any 

opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this report.  There can be no assurance that future results or events will be 

consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates.  Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and 

no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance.  This information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy 

is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the product or products mentioned.  Cru 

is not agreeing to nor is it required to update the opinions, forecasts or estimates contained herein. 

The value of any products mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise.  Foreign currency denominated products are subject to fluctuations in exchange 

rates that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such products.  

This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive 

this report.  Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any products or investment strategies discussed in this 

report. 

Cru (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the extent permitted by law, own or have a position in the products of any company or related company 

or products referred to herein, and may add to or dispose of any such position or may make a market or act as a principal in any transaction in such 

products.  Directors of Cru may also be directors of any of the companies mentioned in this report.  Cru (or its directors, officers or employees) may, to the 

extent permitted by law, act upon or use the information or opinions presented herein, or research or analysis on which they are based prior to the material 

being published. Cru may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this 

report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them. 

For the purposes of this disclaimer, “Cru” shall mean: (i) Cru London Limited; (ii) Cru Asia Limited and (iii) from time to time, in relation to Cru London 

Limited and/or Cru Asia Limited, the ultimate holding company of that entity, a subsidiary (or a subsidiary of a subsidiary) of that entity, a holding company 

of that entity or any other subsidiary of that holding company, and any affiliated entity of any such entities. 

This publication is confidential for the information of the addressee only and may not be reproduced in whole or in part, copies circulated, or disclosed to 

another party, without the prior written consent of an entity within Cru.  Products referred to in this research report may not be eligible for sale in those 

jurisdictions where an entity within Cru is not authorised or permitted by local law to do so. In particular, Cru does not allow the redistribution of this report 

to non-professional investors or persons outside the jurisdictions referred to above and Cru cannot be held responsible in any way for third parties who 

effect such redistribution or recipients thereof. © 2017. 

 


